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A Passage From The Holy Quran
And.We have revealed unto thee the Book comprising the truth
and fulfilling that which was revealed before it in the Book, and as a.
guardian over it. -Judge, therefore, between them. by .what Allah has
.revealed; and follow not their evil inclinations, turning away from the
truth which has come to thee. For each of you W e prescribed a dear
spiritual Law and a manifest way in secular matters. And if Allah had
enforced His will, He would have made you all one people, but He
wishes to try you hy that which He has given you. Vie, then, with one
another in good works. To Allah shall you all return; then will h e
inform you of that .wherein you differed.
dl,3rza'ida; 49
J

A Saying of the H01y Prophet
The Prophet Mtihammad said to me, "O Wabisah, are you come
to ask me what is goodness and what is badness?" I/~fid, "Yes, I am
comefor that." Then he joined his fingers and struck them upon my
breast, that is, made a sign towards my heart, and said, "Ask the. sen-i
tence from thine own heart." This he repeated three times and
"Goodness is a thing from which thy heart finds firmness and rest; a n d
badness is a thing which throws you -into doubt, although men may
acquit you."
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ThouShalt Love.Thy Neighbor

Love has always, been theessence
" of the teachings
" of all
. .prophets
. .
of God. It is not conceivable that anyfaitll should teach hatred. Some
teachings may indirectly result into: dissension bat no religion can
reasonably impart the teachings of hate in,place of •love. Surrender to
God will bemere hypocracy if o n e d i d r/ot 16re God's c~eatidn aed
did not apply himself for its benefit.
1
"Love thy neighbor as you 1ore yourself" is. one of the very fine
teachings attributed to the distinguished prophet of God, jesus, may
peace be upon him, in the New Testament. The H01y Quran, ratifying
all the truths of the past prophets, embraces this teaching. But as
Islam is the culmination of-all previous faiths it has added new meaning m this fine saying also. Islam has defined such means by which
such moral precepts become really practical. Too often some beautiful
and lofty precepts are=set by people without any guidance On how to"
put them into practice. . . .
Taking a broader view of the commpnity, Islam aimed to build
the whole fabric of society in a way thai i t / ~ e
just one unit, neighbors, friends, males, females, the rich, the poor, all of them. It pietured the Islamic society l i k e a "cemented structure" in which there is
no gap. It i s a society in which every individual' becomes a :component
part, all fully conscious of one another's rights and ali working forone
aim. In this society, every Muslim becomes a mirror of the other Muslims, as the Holy Prophet said. The troubles, afflictions and problems
of the one become the concern of the others also. :Again, as theHoly
Prophet put it, they become parts of one body in such a way that if one
limb is hurt the wholebody feels the pain.!
2

1
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In the kind of society which Islfim has aimed to establish, one is
alvcaysready to stand in aid of his brother. Every other believer is considered a brother and a Muslim is expected to stand in his stipport.
Strange was the reaction of the companions of the Prophet when they
heard from his lips the meaninghfl words, "Help your brother, whether
he be an oppressor or an oppressea.on
'~
e .I t
They could easily understand
that a brother ought to be helped when he is being wronged. But t o
take his side and actually help him when he is the doer of the wrong
was something they: found hard to believe, One:of the companions
posed the question; "O Master, we follow the part of your teaching to
help our brother when others oppress him but how can we help him
when he is the one to commit oppression?" Immediately the Holy
Prophet replied, "By stopping him from doing oppression." Thus the
Holy -Prophet emphasized rile practical side of the moral teachings.
Mere moral precept, "Love thy brother," would have sounded fine but
it could never have the same significance as it gained by the Prophet's
emphasis on this aspect that we are supposed to love him to the extent
that his shortcoming
s and his wrong deeds become our own concern.
In the case of theneighbor, this teaching was further emphasized
in the same light. The Holy Prophet isreported to have said:
"Gabriei has continued to advise me about the r.ights of a neighbor
up to the extent that I felt that he might pronounce 0he neighbor as an
heir to the property of another neighbor."
In other words, one is supposed to,feel so deeply concerned for his
neighbor as if the latter were virtually a member :of the same family.
'The best among you is the one who is best in discharging the rights
of the neighbors," said the Holy Prophet at another occasion. And
he is reported m have ~aught at still another time that a woman should
not hesitate to do even a small good. deed for her other neighbor
woman.
Thus the Islamic teachings o f love for the neighbor essentially
contain the element of flail and practical consideration of his rights.

:i~

z~
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This was the kind of teaching which instilled such love in the Muslims
for each and every member that the Ansar, the Muslims Of Medina,
cheerfully and voluntarily Set aside half of their properties and homes
so as the Muhajirs, those who had migrated from Mecca, could .live
with them on .an equal standard.

The Holy Prophet himself used to go mound in the community
to find out the needs o f the members. He is reported to have:many
times run errands and done even very small:jobs f o r th e neighbo~ ~
Thus the teachingsI of Islam received deeper meaning by the actual
example set .by the Prophet. It is impossible m find such aunique.
combination of moral precepts and practical ordinances along with the I
actual example of a spiritual teacher.
"If we will love our neighbors, individuals or neighboring nations,
in the spirit as has been signified in the teachings of Islam it will really
bring about the realization o f t h e structure- of an ideal society. Only
then we will be rightly following the saying attributed to one of out
revered prophets, Jesus, the son of Mary, 'THOU shalt love thy
neighbour."
.

~

.

The best of good deeds in God's sight is that which is constandy
attended to although in a small degree. . . .
:
"
i

Do a good deed after every bad deed that itmay blot out the latter..
~"

~

~

~

He whoknows 1~ o w n self knows God.
•

.

.

.

A true believeris thankful to God in prosperity, and:r~signed to
His will in adversity.
The Holy.Prophet.
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Editorial Notes:

,/

•

Christianity and the Common Sense
Mr:Simeon Stylites, in a letter
to.
fury (June 23, 1954), writes:

,

.

the editor of the Chr/rt/an Cen-

"The greate~ enemy of Christianity is common sense.
The two people_to whom Jesus. gave the most lyrical praise,
the woman who anointed him with costly pe.rfi~ne and the
woman who put all her living into the alms box, were
eminently foolis.h."

,

One of the greatest gifts, and perhaps the only gift that distinguishes/men-from animals, which God has given to mankind is
intellect. Man alone possesses thepower and ability m reason and to
think things ou~ Since intellect is so preciousthat, of all the myriads
of living creatures in this world/it could only be given .to man, how
is it that in religious matters we are discouraged to use this divine gift?
Surely blind faith is not sufficient. Sheep have blind faith. So much
that they will happily follow a goat into t h e clutches of a waiting
..butcher. Can there possibly be anything exemplaryl in .this? We
think not.
In the Holy Quran, God invites us again and again to apply our
reason to religious matters. Faith, of course, is necessary but we think
that there is a great difference between: faith and blind belief..Truth
encourages study and inspection. When our Christian friends censure
the use of common sense and reasoa it can lead one to believe that
•maybe the Vagueness and confusion of certain aspectsofteaching cannot
stand the rational tests~

Missionary Project for-Africa
The N e w Y o r k Times (August 22, 1954)reports that the leaders-.
of.Egypt, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia.have planneda Muslim missionary
campaign-in the African Continent on an extensive scale.
•
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This move is praise-worthy in every respect. The fact is that
the present decline of the Muslims can be directly traced to thedecline of
their missionary spirit. As soon as that dynamic power which spread
the faith:of Islam into three continents, began to wane the Muslims
found themselves on a rapid arid tragic path of decline.
/

In his book, The Philosophy o[ the Revolution, Premier Gamal
Nasser of Egypt writes:
"Africa is at present the scene of exciting ebulition.
The white man, who represents several European countries,
is trying again to repartition t h e Continent. W e cannot
stand aside in the faceof what is taking place in Africa on the
a~ssumption that it does not concern Or does not effect us."
" W e hope ~ a t the tone of this statement does not imply -that this
missionary movement will be .tied up with any political aimsand aspirations of a particular people or nation. Any such motive behind the
noble mission of preaching Islam cannot be lookedupon with sympathy.
We also hope that the motives which lie behind this movement are
based Upon a foundation firm enough that it will continue in an organized manner for a sufficient period of time so that the message of Islam
will have an opportunity t6 reach all the people of Afri.ca'~both Black
and White.
Perhaps it would also be well at this time to point Out themissionary work which the Ahmadiyya Movement has been carrying~out in
this part of the world: For approximately thirty years this small com-i
munity has been laboring to spread the messageLof .Islam throughout
the length-and breadth of Africa~ It Supports missions irr Nigeria,
.Sierra Leone and the Gold-Coast and in British East Africa. Several
schools and a college have.been opened, and many mosques have been
built. From Nigeria one newspaper , The Truth, is also being pub
lished.
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On. N a t u r e o f H e a v e n

and Hell

T o a n y religious minded person the matter of the life to'come is
of great impo/tance. Vario.us religious teach that there will be a life
after this one but unfortunately few of these reli#ous have discussed
the nature of the life-hereafter. I n direct:contrast to this Islam
a detailed picture of the life to come. The Islamic conception "of life
after death is precise and to the point, inasmuch as it is based in its
entirety upon our sacred scripture, the J-Ioly Quran.

:The Christian Century (February 3, 1954) publishes two interteresring articles which ni.cely illustrate just how much misunderstanding can Nbecreated if there is no definite teaching on the life after death
to be found in the basic scriptures of a particular ~ligiom
2~

Z

One of these articles is entitled "Denmark Tbrn by Debate on
Nature of Heaven." . Dr. Lindhardt, a professor of theology at the
University of Aarhus, declared that one should not concerve of heaven
as a place where he willmeet his loved ones again.. He ridiculed the
ideas expressed in the usual funeral sermon. Dr. Lindhardt's remarks
caused much agitation all over Denmark, and many la~aen demanded
•that he be forbidden to p r ~ c h in the Danish Evangelical Lutheran
Church. A group of Danish bishops, to defendthemselves, have said
that Lindhardt is a "poor theologian whose teachings arise from his
m a n y theological misconceptions," However, no bishop will vote to
keep him from preaching in the Cfiurch of Denmark because the
Danish Evangelical Lutheran Church is the church of the people, so it
must never become a "narrow" chur&; and because "a confession has
no meaning if it is not free."
"="

.

"Freedom" of confession can be, of :course, a wonderful thing ~
longasit does not lead to confusion and misunderstanding in matters of"
theology.
"
~
-
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The second article is entitled "In .Norway, the Dispute Centers on
Hell." In an Oslo newspaper Bishop Schjelderup, a well-known theo:
logian, wrote, "The teaching Of eternal infernal torment does not belong
in a religion of love." We whole-heartedly agree with the Bishop's
statement. Any religion that teaches o f a merciful and compassionate
God cannot possibly expound a doctrineof eternal damnation. In the
Holy Quran it is clearly put forth that the state of Hell is a temporar~
period, and that,all men shah eventually attain salvation. However,
many of the Bishop's fellow Christians did not choose to adopt such
a "heretical" belief. The followers of Professor Ole HaUesby, president of the Norwegian Inner Mission, charged that the bishop "had
been unfaithful to his Vows." Bishop Berggrav of the Church of Norway has declared that Bishop Schjelderup has "set himself on the outskirts" of the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Norway.
....
The crux of the matter is that in the Bible there is no clear teaching
on the life-hereafter, and thus a state of confusion reigns within t h e
various Christian groups, concerning this matter.

The NazareneGospel
Novelist Robert Graves and Joshtia Podro have published a new
book entitled TheNazarene Gospel Restored (Tirae Magazine, July
26, 1954). In it they write, concerning the• Canonical books, of the
New Testament;
"Judged by literary standards they are poor; by historical stan~lards,
unreliable; and their doctrine is confused and contradictory." The
late-Victorian atheist may be excused for remarking that they read as
though "ConCocted by illiterate, half-sta~ed visionaries in some dark
corner of a Graeco-Syrian slum."
This critique, althoughrather harshly worded, will not betaken
as without basis by many Christian scholars Who have been forced to
come to the same conclusion in their research, thai the present version
of the Gospel is filled with mistakes. Some of the basic doctrines of
Christianity have even been brought trader attack in the !ight of new
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translations, of the existing Bible manuscripts, of which there are very
few and none o f these are complete.
The Holy Quran stands apart from all the other sacred scriptures
of the world as the o n l y scriptt?re that has withstood any change~for a
period 0fnearly 1400 years. God Himself has vowed to p,rotect the
purity, of its text fromchange or corruption. The present confusion
and differences which exist in religious matters today are ample proof.
6f the need of the H01y Quran, the last and the perfect book of the
word of God.
Church's Role in Responsible

Sdciety

.We consider that one of the proofs of the superiority, of Islam ks
that it is a complete and perfect law, including every l~hase of life--both worldly and spiritual. As the soul is irrefutably bound to the
body during thelifeof this world, therefOre any religious system to be
entirely adequate to fulfil the many and diverse needs of man must
contain within itself a comp!ete code for matters, temporal and sp/ritual, individual and social, national.and, international. Here lies the
beauty of Islam. It not only contains detailed rules, governing the
actions 'of men in all these various fields of activity,- but th/ough the
We of:the HolyProphet.Muhammad we are afforded an inspired example of the interpretation and enactment of theserules of conduct.
From theHo!y Quran and from the teachings of theHoly Prophet it
is forcefully brought to us that the way to Heaven is not found in the
neglect of things worldly. Everything in the universe has its divinely
allotted use. Nothing is to be gained by stressing one at the expense
of another.
-. Now a Christian might very.well reply to. this that the Church
has a very-well planned and administered program that extends into
practically, all the phases of man's various activities. Today this is no
doubt true but what we would-like to point out is that-this is a rela- -tive!y .new trend in christianity, u p until quite recent times the.
Christian church attempted to avoid becoming .entangled in'ttmporal
L
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affairs~ in fact it even went so far as m forbid its clergymen and m
discourage the layety from such action.
In an article entitled "Antidote'.to Communism" or "Churches
Scan Africa Role" (August 19, 1954) Christian Science Monitor writes
concerning the Second Assembly of the World Council of Churches
discussion of the Christian church's role in a responsibie society:
"Probably the high light of this Assembly's message on *
these subjects, carefully formulated nextweek, will be itsemphasis on specifics. Past church gatherings have laid the
.groundwork~ 'Stockholm, 1925" broke three centuries of
tradition for the main stream of churches to state formally
that the church has a role in the world other than piety."
"Oxford, 1937," according t o Dr. C. L. Patijn, director
of International Organizations in the Netherlands Foreign
Ministry, "stated in no uncertain terms that economic activities stand under judgment o f Christ."
The Monitor goes On to say thah *'the battle cry was for a responsible society." But only "attitudes, not specific issues, were weighed."
This goes m show that the C h r ~
church until well into the
20th Century has not only avoided such issues but all too often has
allied itself with outdated and corrupted systems along with which
it has fought any tendency of progress that has shown itself in human
society.
How different has been the case in Islam! From the Very beginning the sodia! side of man's life has been adequately, looked after.
Therefore it is with great pleasure that we obserce the awakening of
the Christian church m its responsibilities in the field Of social progress.
We only hope that it has not entered the field too late. The alarn~ing
rapidity with ~hich the godless Communists were able t o take over
several Christian countries has been a point of.concern for all men,
who believe in God and the salvation of mankind.
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Second Coming of Jesus
The Time Magazine ( April 19,1954), in avery in,resting article,
pointed out some of the problems which wouldconfront :the conference
0fthe World Council of Churches. Prominent among these problems
is that of @e Second Coming of Jesus.
.

.,:.

One European theologian is quoted as having said: "We know that
our American colleagues speak much of the First Coming of Christ.
What troubles us is, we cannot b e sure that they affirm His Second
Coming. , ;
N o doubt the theolog~ from Europe has good reason to be dis-

mayed. T h e Second Coming of Jesus is-certainly one of the major
doctrines of Christianity. Along with this the quesdous of how, in
what manner and for what reasons he will come also must be answered.
Time goes onto point out thatthe early Christians obviously expected
Jesus-to return within their very lifetime. If one reads Jesus'-own
words carefully much insight can be gained at least i n the manner of
his second coming. " After-careful study it seems evident from Jesus'
words thatby his second coming he never conceived:a physical return m
this world. God has decreed that all of us must die and having died
•it is impossible to come again into this life. W]aar the prophet Jesus
must have meant was a return in the spiritual sense of'theword.
Therefore, knowingly or unwittingly, the Americans are right if
they do notexpect the Second Coming of Jesus. Could the reason be
that the Promised Messiah has already come! The Ahmadiyya Muslims believe that the Second Coming of Jesus has been fulfilled in the
advent of Hazrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, the Promised Messiah, as
prophesied not only in the Bible bur also in the Holy Quran and all the
other major religions scriptures of the world.
If t h e European theologian wonders at what he considers to be
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the American lack of faith, then he should try to imagine how difficult
it is for a rational person to believe in the different dogmas and theories
which are presented by the various Christian churches to their followers
as doctrine.
It is tragic that these learned ministers and theologians refuse to
accept reality and continue to base their hopes on a myth that was
concocted and developed back in the very darkest ages in Europe's
history.

Catholics on World

Council of Churches

According to The Christian Century (July 21, 1954) faithful
Roman Catholics have been warned ~by hierarchical authority to stay
away from the Evanston assembly of the World. Council of Churches.
The warning takesthe form of a pastoral letter.from Cardinal Stritch Of
Chicago "to the Cleigy and laity" of his archdiocese. It says:

x

"We wish it to be dearly understood that the faithful of
the church are not permitted to attend the assemblies or conventions of non-Catholic organizations or councils" or "meetings to discuss the nature of the church o f Christ or the nature
of her unity."

It is very difficultto understand such an outlook in these times of
enlightenment. Perhaps the greatest characteristic of truth is its abil/ty
to be observed and examined thoroughly and then t o c o m e out even
stronger than before.. On the Other hand, falsehood will try to evade
debate and discussion, :for it well kn6ws that these t w o things, along
with reason and logic, are its most mortal enemies.
Islam enjgins upon us to .meet together and to discuss items of
mutual interest--at le~t; as long as the meeting can be conducted i n
an orderly manner and in an atmosphere of cordiality and tolerance.
In fact,; the Holy Prophet Muhammad, nearly fourteen, hundred years
ago, said that we should pursue knowledge even if we had to go to
" the farthest corners of the world for it.
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The reason that Islam invites discussion is that it is based firmly
upon a scripture as pure and free from error as the day it was first
revealed. Other religions, having h-~enbuilt up from the imagination
of men, have very littlebasis in their own scriptures, and thus. they
hope to keep their followers from delving too deeply into the various
doctrines .of the church.

..Clerical Directory on Divorce.
It is reported in Newsweek (June 21, 1954) that the Crock[ord'a
Clerical Directory has specifically forbidden the Clergyof the Church
0f England to solemnize the marriages of civilly divorced persousif
~heir former spouses were still alive.
T h e Crock/ord's Clerical Direaory is issued bi-annually to the
Clergy of the Church of England to clarify and put forth, the canons of
dae church.

Newsweek goes on to report that there is a serious clash expected
betweenChurch and State over this new doctrine. Of course, it is quite
easy to imagine the confusion and ~ievances that might arise from
thiscanon..
Thisincident is further,testimony-of the fact.that there is little
inthe Bible on the.problem of divorce. Itis no wonder that there
/s-an abundance of-diverse dogmas concerning divorce.existingamong
the various Christian denominations. One can. readily understand the
perplexirT of the average Christian layman as he tries to find some
trace of order and consistancy in all this.confusion.
Through the Grace of Allah,,a practical and realistic set of laws,
governing matters o f marriage and divorce, have been put forth in
detail in the Holy Qutan. Divorce, as everyone can agree, is the most
undesirable thing but unfommately in this complex society of ours it
is sometimes a necessiv/. By setfin"g down such a consistent code for
marriage, and divorce Allah has striven to relieve the hearts and minds
0f mankind of much unnecessary pain and doubt.

i
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Pakistan and the United States
Pakistan"s relations with the United States are to-day extremely
cordial. This is a very welcome development indeed, especially as
until recently the policies pursued by the two countries differed widely
on a number of issues and..e~ren today Pakistan. and the United States
cannot see eye to eye onquestions such as Tunisia and Morocco, Paki,
stan fought as best as it couldthe creation b y the.United Nations of the
State of Israel, for which ultimately the responsibility is that of the
United States. In the same way it deeply resented the view so_ often
put forward bya number of ~anerican leaders that "morally, historically,
and by sheer bulk andresponsibility'' India was "potentially ithe Asian
leader" and that India alone could fill the void created by the withdrawal.
of the British froth South Asia. Pakistan, of course, has nothing but
goodwill for India but became certain disputes between the two
countries, ~notably, Kashmir, Canal-Waters and Evacuee Property,re-main unsolved, Pakistan cannot accept India as her leader.
However, Pakistan occupies a strategic position in Asia which the
United States-could not ignore. -Pakistan was also anxious ~ secure
the friendship and cooperation of a strong nation, becat~se she felt that
efforts were made to isolate her. This has resulted in the development,
within the short space of about a year, of a very. close understanding land
collaboration between the two counmes.
1

..

. . . But the most significant assistance which the United States has,
given to Pakistan is in the form of aid under the FOA (formerly:Point
Four) programme. During the past three years Pakistan has received
some $42.5 million. This has enabled Pakistan to start work on some
very useful projects such as village agricultural and industrial development, construction of a fertiliser factory at Daudkhel, distribution of
fertilisers to increase the output of standing crops, water supply and
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sewage disposal in Karachi', the Ganges-Kobadak irrigation in East Pakistan and the Taunsa Barrage on the river Indus. These and several
others which are a little less ambitious, are all vital projects and will no
doubthelp in raising the living Standard of Pakistan's po~ulatio~ The
United States Government ~hasalso provided facilities for advance training to some 190 Pakistani technicians and has placed at the disposal
o f Pakistan the services of some 36 experts.
The most outstanding development i n t h e relationship between
the two countries has been the signing on May 19 last of a Mutual Defence Assistance Agreement designed m promote world peace and
security within the framework of the charter of the United Nations.
Ever since the major countries Stopped their stock piling programme,,
prices of Pakistan's exportable raw materials had been declining rather
steeply so that in 1952-53 she obtained only Rs. 533 million for 5.75
million bales of jute as against Rs. 1160 million for the 4.85 million
bales that she exported.in 1951-5Z In the same way in 1952-53
Pakistan earned only Rs.648million for her 1.5 million bales of cotton
compared with Rs. 810 million for the !.1 million bales that she sent
overseas in the previous year. Early in 1953 the foreign~exchange positionof Pakistan was so bad that all imports, including those of capital
goodsand essential consumer goods, had been cut to the bone and as a
consequence the country was undergoing great hardships.
Faced with this situation Pakistan found it very difficult to maintain her armed forces to the normal standards of efficiency. Indeed,
because of lack of Sufficient equipment she had earlier demobiIised some
units. But this.process could not be continued indefimtely without
jeopardising the stability of the country. In these circumstances Pakistan had no option but to request the United State,, as a large number
of other countries had done before, for an allotment of the military
equipment that it had earmarked for t h e strengthemn"g of friendly
countries. This requestwas later accepted and it is a matter of genuine
satisfaction to Pakistanis that their Government has been able m secure
military equipment without in any way compromising the sovereigniy
of their country.

'!i
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In point Of population Pakistan is the sixth laygest country in the
world. Geographically She occupies a very importantstrategic position
both in the Middle Easmrn and South-East Asian regions. I n addition,
Pakistan is held in very high esteem throughout the Middle East and
most of the/other smaller countries whose cause she has ch,4mpioned
with all the resources ather command. For these reasons Pakistan is
very anxious to assume her rightful role in world affairs. However,
this she has not been able to do so far because of the underdeveloped
nature of her economic resources. The U.S. assistance will go a long
way in helping Pakistan in stabilising her economy, which in turn will
enable the country to play the role for which she has been destined.
Condensed from an article by Latif Ahmed Sherwani in F.asmrn IVodd, ~Augusr, 1954.

Christianity in India Under Fire
There is a mounting antagonism to Christian activify in, India
which cannot be' discounted.
The vernacular . press continues to be hostile to both Indian
Christian and missionary activity. The Nagpur Times on February 9
questioned the right of Christians to hold :conferences exclusively for
pastors and teachers. This was caused by the gathering of a group 0f
Methodist workers to meetMiss Colony, a board secretary from N e w
York. India's radical weekly Blitz has published a series of feature
articles on the Delhi Social and Political .Study Group's pamphlet,
"Conspiracy in Kashmir." This pamphlet implicates Church World
Service and its India representative in the conspiracy! It is wellknown that 1L K . Dalmia, G. B. Birla and Mr. Goenke, who control
much of the English-language press, hold that India should abandon
the "secular state" and openly declare i~elf a Hindu ~ate. Hardiy a
day passes ~without some misleading article or editorial swipe at the
missionary.
•

.

.

. . . The Indian -Christian-community is puzzled by this new antiChristian attitude, which is a reversal of the traditional Indian pOlicy
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of tolerance toward other religions. In the Fast India welcomed Jews,
parsees and Christians, permitting them complete freedom~to develop
their own community life. But an organization known as the Hindu
Mahasabha is demanding domination of India by Hinduism "and the
discarding of the traditional policy of toleration. If the Mahasabha
wins power as a political party in the 1956 elections, there will be new
-problems for Christian missions.
The Hindu Mal~asabha, the Jana Sangh, the Arya Samaj and the
R.S.S. contend that Hinduism and nationalism are synonymous and
that citizenship follows one's religion. In addition to-these older
groups two new Hindu organizations, the Bharatiya Adamjati Sevak
Sangh and the Dharam Raksha Sangh, have been formed to oppose
Christian activity. .The former is limiting its work to tribal areas
while the latter will work throughout India. Dr. Rajendra Prasad,
president 9 f the Union of India (the nation's oflic/aI name), is resident
of the first society. These .sixorganizatious spearhead the demand
that Christian evangelistic activities, must stoP. They view every addition to the Christian .commuqi'ty as a threat to their political status
and cultural heritage. Their goal is that every dtizen, irrespective of
race, color or creed, should adopt the religion, culture and language
of the majority, namely Hinduism. These bodies would also declare
India a theocratic state, Hinduism the state religion, and the president
of the union the defender of the Hindu faith. There are.efforts m
secure legislationto amend the national constitutionMong these lines.
While this is a minority attitude, it will bear close watching.
The: Christia~ Century, June 16, 1954.

Because the United States has negotiated a military pact with
Pakistan, American missionaries in India find themselves under fire
from a new direction. A portion of the Indian press which is often
friendly .to whatever the communist "line" .in that country happens to
be at the moment is suggesting that, with Pakistan tied to America
by an arms de'al., India had better begin to treat American missionaries
• as potential spies. "The question of American missionaries working
in India," says the People, a Lucknow newspaper, takes on a new"
complexion with the agreement pledging U.S. arms to Pakistan, for
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the next step would be espionage and preaching of discontent among
Indians." Here is another example of how closely interwoven are
international politics and international religious activities.- There-is
a dreadful, if wholly baseless, logic beneath such an attack which is
likely to influence-numbers of Indians who are critical of all things
.American anyway.
~
.
The Christian Ce4~tury, June 16, 1954

T h e French and their Record
in Morocco
"x

. . . . Since their avowed aim is to raise the Standards oi the Moors (asthe inhabitants of the threeterritories are called coliectively) ~the French
should logically find no opposition in North Africa. Yet there.is opposition. It comes according to the French, from a handful of extremist nationalis~s who want to throw out the 2,000,000 European
settlers. And this opposition, by threatening the success of the development pl~/nt, threatens the future of the whole area; In a few
years, if French statistics are correct, misery in North Africa might be
so terrible that the Moors, having nothing more to lose, will try anything--Communist-fostered revolution, for instance.
Yet something seems to be wrong with t l ~ picture. : O n e first
gets this feeling when one notices that they tend systematically to
dodge one of the main issues. French officials do not like discussing
whether they are doing anything to cure the "incapacity" of the Moors.
They prefer m talk learnedly, ff confusingly, of Maraboutism, Wahhabism, or the ear!y Semitic Berber dialects. Nor do they like the subject
of discrimination (other/kan in social re.lationships) examined. ~Yet
their own statistics provide revealing information.
Glaring

Injustices

Only 20 per cent of the revenue for the Moroccan Budget comes
from direct taxation on earnings. One form .of direct taxation is tax
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on land produce. That is an important tax because Morocco is an
agricultural country. Moroccan farmers pay 88 per cent of this tax;
and they pay 20 per cent more per acre than the l~rench farmers, although the latter have higher yields. Nearly 60 per cent of the
Budget revenue comes from indirect taxation on consumer goods such
as sugar or tobacco. The Moroccans consume 90 per cent of the sugar
imported and they therefore pay 90 per cent of this tax.
What services d o the Moroccans get from the State in exchange
for such contributi0ns tO the Budget? Roads are built. It happens
that the properties of the settlers are nearer the roads than the properties of the natives. These settler properties are the pick of Moroccan
lands. Tribal lands were expropriated to make room for the settlers.
The law has allowed settlers to. buy land at nominal prices from the
ignorant natives.
Habeas corpus which applies to Europeans in Morocco does not
apply to Moors. Theg can. be imprisoned without'trial. They frequently are not allowed to see a lawyer. To make justice for the
400,000 Europeans speedy and careful, the Moroccan Budget spends
£1 a year per person. For the administration of justice to 8,000,000
Moors, the Budget spends less than one shilling a year per person.
In wartime, French expectant mothers had extra rations; Moroccan expectant mothers did not. There are other instances of inequality.
Today, for instance, a Moroccan bus conductor with eight children receives less in family allowances than a French bus conductor with only
one child.
T h e Moroccans. a r e M o s t l y D o o r m e n ,
Sweepers, Messengers
Administrative expenses account for 80 per cent of the Budget.
Only one Moor in kzl00 can hope to find employment with the Administration. For the French it is oi~e in t w e n t y . And the Moroccans
are mostly doormen, sweepers, messengers, l~learly all responsible
jobs are held by the French. They have turned~into a puppet show
the old-time Moorish Administration which by treaty they undertook to
renovate and improve.

i
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The French claim there are not enough educated. Moroccans t o
produce sufficient numbers of people for the selection of snitable Civil
Servants. That is true, yet a law of 1937 prohibits private schools for
Muslims from teaching anything but the Qur'an and Arabic--not even
arithmetic. These schools, which taught more children than the Government schools, were not allowed to open this year. Now only one
Moroccan child in ten can get a primary education; but all Europeanchildren in Morocco can go to school.
As reKadspractice in. the handling of democratic institutions--the French Resident-General expelled Moroccan members from his
consultative council simply because 'they criticized the Budget.
T h e P r o b l e m is G e t t i n g W o r s e
Now the French say they have learnt from past mistakes and they
are pushing through "the democratic reforms the: country n ~ l s " m r e forms which were opposM by the exiled Sultan. These reforms, the
French say, will help democracy grow in Morocco.
The immediate effect of these reforms has been to Strip the new
Sultan of his legislative and judicial powers, transferring them to
French'dominated bodies.
This deprives the Moroccans of the last:legal way in which they_
could back their claims.
Meanwhile time press.es. While the French try to retard the
emancipation of the Moroccans and d~scr'.m~inate against them, t h e
productivity of the soil has gonedown since prewar. There is a now
chronic deficit of wheat. The olive oil crop is not enough for the needs
of the country. Pastureland is dangerously overgrazed, and the available livestock is no longer sufficient even to satisfy the needs of the
frugal Moors. In even greater numbers they flock:to the cities to
swell the rat~ks of the destitute, uprooted wretches who exisr in the
shanty towns. Always nearly.in confliCt with the law, away :from the
steadying influences of 'tribe and family, divorced even from religion,
this growing Moorish proletariat of primitive men with a fighting tradition is becoming the ideal and ever-growing tool of agitators....

¢

Condensed f r o m a n . a r t i d e b y
1953.
:.'
.

-

. Philip Deane in
-

Tha Observer, London, Nov; 1,
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The Palestine Problem
The passage of time has only caused a deterioration in the "status
quo." Within the past year events have taken place w h i c h made
solutinn of the problem progressively more difficult.. Adlai Stevenson,
in an article on Palestine published in the Reader's Digest, made the
penetrating statement that "Real. enduring peace is a state of mind
which will stem only from mutual confidence"; and of mutual confidence between Arab and Israeli there is a rapidly diminishing quant i t y . The factors which have been here influential may be briefly
noted:

L Deterioration Of the Israeli internal economy. In 1952-53.
Israel earned only 20 per cent of the foreign currency she expended.
She is only 30 percent self-sufficient in food but only 15 per cent of
Isiael's population is engaged in agriculture. More land must be
-brought under cultivation, using water from sources not Israel's to
use, or else more arable land must be acquired from outside of Israel
Either move will create conflict with Israel's neighbo/s. In the meantime, the flow of emigration from Israel has now exceeded the rate
of immigration, thus tending to undermine Israel's appeal to World
•sympathy and financial support as the necessary and inevitable home
for the homeless. :All these factors tend to impel Israel to desperate
measures, of which there is increasing apprehension in Arab states.
2. The increasing effectiveness o[ :the Arab economic boycott.
Through the efforts o f the Arab League, the economic boycott of israel
by the Arab states has become progressively tighter. Pressures are
being applied to foreign concerns operating both i n Israel and the
Arab states to force them to choose one or the other for their market.
Since Israel has a consuming population of only 1,300,000 as compared to 40,000,000 in the Arab world, the choice for concerns interested in the Middle Eastern market is almost inevitable. Further.
economic-difficulties for Israel, with a further increase in Israel's
tendency to d e s n e r a m e Y r ~ ; o n ~ : ,-~,, I ~ . h ~ . . g l . ~ . . : t . 1 . . . . . , .

!
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3. Israeli moves toward territdcial expansion. ~Although:Israel
now occupies 20 million of Palestine's 26 million dunums of land,.
there has been sinister evide/~ce of an expansionist effort which has
kept the neighboring Arab states in a condition of apprehension.
The movement into the Huleh area in April and Maylof 1951, the
establishment by force of arms Of the settlement of Givat Rachel in
the Gaza demilitarized zone in September, 1953, and the infamous
Kibya incidentof October 15, 1953, were all steps in the direction of
expansion, Israeli propaganda m the contrary notwithstandltlg. The
latter case was especially alarming, for the casual destruction of the
village and its inhabitants was intended to draw into its defense a
portion of the Jordan Legion stationed n~arby, and then t o wipe out
that force with the might of the Israeli army which was on maneuvers
just across the border. That this did not happen was due to advance
warning possessed by the Jordan Legion, whichhad orders not to react to such provocation. Had it occurred there would have been
little to prevent Israel from pinch!ng out the Arab salientin Palestine
and making the Jordan River her new frontier. There is no military
force in the Middle East, with the single exception of the Turkish
army, which can compete on even terms With the Israeli army, capable
as it is of putting 250,000 men under arms within a 24-hour Period.
The Jordan Legion has a maximum s~ength of 10,000 men.
4. Israeli efforts to divert the Jordan River. in the fall of
1953, at a conference of Zionists organized kl Jerusalem by the Israeli
Ministry of the Interior, an extensive booklet entitled "Data and Plans"
was distributed, which detailed Israel's proposals for acquiring water.
Among other proposals there wfis spelled out in extenso, with.charts,
the vast publicworks project which had already alarmed Syria and
Jordan by the evidence of construction work being pushed on the
Jordan north of the Sea of Galilee and south o f LakeHuleh. It made
clear that the program involved the dive,ion of the entire. Jordan
Rivet, regardless of the effectl upon other riparian states, and its eventual transmission th/ough a 100-inch pipeline to the Negev area in
the south of Israel. If this were carried out, the Sea of Galilee would
go salt, and the o.nly water.in the Jordan below Galilee would c o m e
from such southern tributaries as the Yarmuk, flowing from the Jor~
danian escarpment.
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"In the Ligl~tof the foregoing it is hardly to be wondered at that
Jordan and the other Arab sta~es see no value todirect negotiations
On their part, individually, with Israel. They have no faith whatsoever in the desire of Israel for a peaceful settlement on any terms but
her own, and they fear that such negotiations, if initiated, would only
be used as a soundingboard by Israel for further intensive propaganda
in the United States and elsewhere. The public protestations on the
part of Israel of a desire and a need for peace ring as faLsely in Arab
ears as do those o f Russia to the western world. The parallel is
almost exact."
A number of essential steps are involved in achieving a peaceful
solution of the problem. These m a y b e listed in part as follows:

Open dnd sincere acceptance by Israel of responsibility/or meriting peace. Although demanding peace on all occasions, Israel has
so far failed to take Arab psychology into account as to/have made not
a single conciliatory move since her establishment. As the winner
in the first military phase, Israel could have affordedto be magnanimous to the embittered losers. Instead she has persistently given
cause for further irritation at every contact, and has refused openly
to accept the resolutions of the United Nations for the settlement of
the refugee problem.

The reetilication and guarantee o/Israel's [rontiors with neighboring states. The establishment of armistice lines when the fighting
endedlwas hastily done and produced a number of causes for continuing
friction and irritation.

Implementation o/ United Nations' resolutionswith regard to
~the refugees:
a. Repatiqation-i-Repatriation is promised by the United Nations resolutions even though the return to Israel of any considerable
number o f A/abs must.be an economic impossibility. Nevertheless
the opportunity should be given to the refugees to choose whether they
~would return to Israel or accept resettlement elsewhere. Those who
chose to return would have to agree to accept the living conditions
which would be imposed upon them by Israel and Would have to agree.
to live where room for them could be made. It might even be required that at the end of a period Of a year they would have to consider
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the acceptance of Israeli Citizenship. Under these condition, it i s
almost certmn that many would decide not to return at a l l and many
who might return would decide once more to leave. However, theY
would then be leaving of t h d r own free will and would be moving
out with the idea o f accepting resettlement elsewhere. There is a
world of difference between this attitude and t h a t of ~the refugee who
feels that he has been expelled through forces over which . h e had n o
control.
b. ImlemnificationmThe resolutions of the United Nations state
that those refugees who are not repatriated:are entitled to indemnification for the loss of their property. Although t h e total holdings of
Arabs in Palestine reach the staggering figurelof two to three billion
pounds #ter!ingi almost no one expecxs that there will be a repayment
in full. In most cases a substantial token payment would be accepted •
as evidence of good faith and would enable many of the-refugees t o
start life in a new country with a small but essential stake.
c. The internationalization o[ Ierus~emJThis proposal is also
reflected in the United Nations resolutions, and it needs to be implemented almost as badly as the previous two. Jerusalem, the city
which is sacred to three faiths, is as effectively divided by the Israeli
boundary line as New York City would be if it were to have an international boundary established across Forty-Second .Street. This city is
not a city: the Jews are excluded from most of their ~holy places while
the Christians do not have access to some of theirs. The Arabs, Christian or Muslim, are excluded from t h e reside'ntial areas they formerly
owned. Normal life is impossible.
A city divided against itself
cannot stand, and it is essential to the faith of Christian, Muslim and
Jew that Jerusalem should stand as a respectable and accessible unit.
The implementation of these three United Nations resolutions
might convince the Arabs that rhe United Nations at long last might
mean business, u n t i l d e t e r m i n e d efforts are made at implementation
the Arabs must. inevitably Continue to believe that t h e United Nations
are subservient to Israel and that they pay. 9nly lip-.service to the
principles o f humanitarianism and justice which"they have so often "
and so loudly, professed.
- Palestine has become the key to .regional security in the M i d d l e
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East. The question -of Palestine colors the •interpretation of any
.. policy~and distorts, the views which may be taken of any proposal for
the economic or social betterment of the area. Moreover, the refugees
alone present a .serious danger, for the refugee camps have become a
breeding ground for discontent, for hatred and :for the fertilization
of communist propaganda. Teams. of agitators are constantly at work
in the camps with thehope Of provoking a revolt an:d thus developing
h the Middle East the chaos upon which Communism must thrive.
It isn0exaggeration to say that upon the solution to the problem
of Palestine rests not only the peace of the Middle East but very
possibly the peace of the entire world.
• At present, a.nd largely because of the failure to understand the
crucial importance of Palestine, the democratic world is at a marked
disadvantage. A sound and convincingly enlightened policy, entered
upon immediately with determination and intelligence, could yet
alter t h e movement of the. scales of destiny.
Excerpts from an article entidetl, 'The Palestine Problem: Retrospect and Prospect,"
by Stephen B. L. Penrose, President, American University of Bierut, and published in booklet form by American Friends of the Middle East, New York.

Compromise In Faith
In The Christian Century (July 14, 1954) Mack B. Stockes writes:

•

"From the beginning Christians have disagreed about it.
i.e. The Life after Death.) Christians are going to continue
to differ in their exchatological perspectives. The basis of
Our unity cannot be found in those regions of thought wherein
we are in the nature of the case bound to disagree.'"

The World Council of-Churches is faced with the tremendous
task of trying to unite the various Protestantdenominations. With
the many differences.which keeps these various groups apart, and the
nature of many of these differences tend to be basic, jwe fear'that the
gap may prove too wide to be bridged successfully.
Due tO the basic differences like the one mentioned by Mr. Stokes~
any decisions of unity in the matters of faith will have to remain essentially artificial and shallow. Truth cannot be compromlsed.
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Islam as a Civilizing Force
A striking feature of the spread of Islam to the far corners of the
World is the stimulus it gave to the effort, whether public or private,
for the dissemination of knowledge, spiritual as Well as secular. The
arrival of a Muslim missionary, who was either a holy man ,well-versed
in Divine learning o r an enterprising merchant or an Afire, in a land
hitherto stranger to Islam, in mostcasesresulted in the founding of Madrassas, primarily intended as centres o f proselytisation, but which eventually became the focii Whence radiated movements making for the
spread of learning and the dissemination of social ideas. It is being
increasingly recognized that the phenomenon of Islamic Commonwealth
in the serf first century of the Islamic Era was not so much the reAult of
military conquests as it was due to the Islamic belief and practice of t h e
absolute equality o fits constituents, democracy as its political ideal and
the greatest of all, the passion for spreading learning.
The fact must not be overlooked however, that since Islam became
heir to grea¢ and historic Empires, the unsophisticated desert-dwelling
Arabs, who were the earliest adherents o f Islam could not have overthrown by sheer Secutar 9rganization such stupendous structures as the
Persian, the Roman and the Byzantine~Empires, whose spirit survives in
the legal systems of modern Europe. One may ask then what was it that
prOduced the amazing and unprecedented phenomenon? The answer
is, Islam's First Century which witnessed not only the growth of its
political authority blot wide dissemination of its spi/itual teachings and
social ideas. The schools constituted the centers where were trained not
only missionaries and the Ulema but civil administrators and statesmen
who formed the backbone of Islam's political organization.
The most striking illustration of the urge o f Islam as a dv.ilizing
force is wimessed notby the great and expansive empires which some of
its ardent votaries founded in the three continents of the world, but
by the founding of great intellectual foundations in all parts o f the
world which were reached by its missionaries. While its political era-
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pires have faded into history, its iustimtious for the spread of b,,mnn;~m
and learning survive to this day. Among the notable unive~rsities
founded by the genius of Islam's spiritual proge.nimrs, theft of Timbuctoo
ranks as One of the greatest if not the greatest of the~th'all.

it

be r ca.ed

islam, the whole of Noah

Egypt was reclined

ic.. othe w k-o :

the form of

rb r Africa,

yielded "to the sway of Islam. While Umar bin :2~l~Aas planted the
standard of Islam at Fustat, Le., "the Encampment", outside the site
of modern Ca/ro; Musa Bin Nasair carried it along to southern Mediteranean and but for his recall by the Khalifa, he would have taken it
still further. But-his unfinished task was more than completed by
Tariq Bin Ziad, the successor-leader who, inspired by the appeal for
help of the Spanish victims of visigothic tyranny lead by Count Julian,
miscalled the Apostate, came m their rescue. While Muslims ruled
Spa~n for over four centuries and founded the Universities of Toledo,
Granada, Cordova and Saville in Spain, their efforts m spread enlightenment were destined to find an echo in a remote part of the dark continent, namely, Africa.
The Spanish Khilafat came and went away and its fall was somewhat neutralized by the founding of thebfo0rish empire of Moahidins
and Murabitin in what is known as Al~Maghrib, where grew up in
metropolitan city of Fez, the great University which in the number of
scholars of e.minence it produced and the Vast range of!its influence f o r
spreading enlightenment among the hitherto backward races, vied with
the universities such as Jamia Amvi of Damascus, Jamia Zatoonia of
Tunis and Jamia Cairoven of Algeria. At the tail of this Stately procession embodyinglearning and piety came, last but not least, the great
Alazhar, the University of Islam at Cairo, which is about to complete its
centenary. :Consequently we hold that Islam's greatest triumphs were
achieved in the realm of spiritual ideas Which guaranteed to these great
intellectual centers an unbroken continuity of existence despite the
varying political fortunes of the lands in which these universities were
situated.
Condensed from an article by Abdul Qayyum Malik in Pakistan Re:,ieu,. April, 1954.
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India and Pakistani A Continent Decides. Lord Birdwood. New YOrk.
eri& A. Praegar. 1954. 315 pages. Price $4.50

F~ed-

.

On August 15, the world wimessed the birth of two nations on the same
day. T h e newspaper correspondents joined the indePendence cdebrations of
India at,her capital in Delhi, and then, on the same day, they flew to-Karachi to
wimess the birth of another State, Pakistan. It was a day of joy and happiness
for about 400 million people of the world. But, on the same day came the news
that a train bringing Muslim Pakistani officials from Delhi to the new capital,
Karachi, was derailed on the way and s e r i a l hundredmen, Women and chil&en
shughtered by the infuriated mobs. This .was just a beginningl The test was
a tale of orgy, of continued flow o f blood, Of ghastly, staggering massaczes for
several months on both sides of'the border. This is the way that the subcontinent started its free status. Both India and Pakistan were riddled with
problems right from the outset. Of course Pakistan's difficulties were manifold
as compared to those of India's, and her re~urces to solve these problems many
times less. There was the problem of re-settlement of millions of 'refugees, .of
settling the disputes between the two countries like those of Canal water,
Kashmir, Junagadh and EV,acuee Properties; there were the problems of drafting
constitutions; of shaping their external and int~nal policies and of defining .their
status within the Commonwealth,//rid of course, hundreds of other ptoblems.

India and Pakistan portrays a picture of these two countries after their
struggle of six years with a host of these problems since the partition. Lord
Birdwood had a 10ng connection with the: sub-continent and, therefore, his
discussion is certainly not casual Having been in the British Army in India"
for many years he had an excellent opportunity to become fully acquainted with
the country and to develop friendships with important leaders. He describes
it as his aim to record the truth" but he also makes himself dear that he does
not want to hurt good friends. How far one can succeed in accomplishing
both these objectives at one time may be an interesting study for the future ~¢ritets
who may evaluate such facts as have been recorded by Lord Birdw0od. This
much is of course evident from various passages of the book thathis loyalties
to the Army and the civil Service have not lessened since his -retirement. He
considers that both, the Armyand the civil Service, remain to be the background
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to Pakistan's future strength and his confidence in Pakistan's ability to win
through.
Lord Birdwood feels that the official record of Pakistan in international re" lations has hardly been one of negativism under the able. leadership of Sir
Muhammed Zafrullah Khan, the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Pakistan since
her inception: He paYS tribute to Sir Zafruliahfor his sincere deteuninanon
to help the plight of all people who are still deprived of their final right of
self-determination. He appreciates the manner in which the Pakistani Foreign
Minister manages to temper the inevitable emotional and popular approach with
a sane appreciat.ion of truth. Lord Birdwood finds Sir Zafrullah well aware
of the need for aspirir of critical seIf-examinatinm Theauthor feels that the
external policies of both India and Pakistan derive from the outIooks of a single
man in each case, Nehru's in india and Sir Za/rullah's in Pakistan. The author
takes note of the fact that, in spit e Of such Selfless service .with absolute sincerity to-the best interests of Pakistan, Sir Zafrullah has been slandered and
attacked by certain elements of the country, particularly the Ahrar. And this
has taken place simply because of the fact that Sir Zafrullah happens m be a
member of the Ahmadiyya Movement. It is hoped that Pakistan will make sure
that such.:relig/ous intolerance and bigotry-is completely eliminated. Only
then can we look forward toward a bright future for this young nation.
Lord Birdwood is of the opinion that" the only fair solution of the Kashmir
problem is a free and impartial plebiscite- He feels that India has nothing to
fear if it is held under any outside authority.. He advises Pakistan. to admit
the extent of the help that Pakistan gave to the free tribesmen in the early days
of theKashmiris' struggle for their, freedom.
This ~s certainly a valuable book for one who may be interested in the developments of these few years of the independence of the subcontinent.

The Birth of Christianity. Maurice GogueL New York. The Macmillan
C6mpany. 1954. 558 pages. Price $7.50.
T h e Birth of Christianity makes a very vivid and interesting reading of
the development of the Christhn church from the teachings and life of Jesus.
Any student of Biblical history and theology will find this book of valuable
informadom The author, Dr. Manrice Gognd has been a student of theology
all his life and is known for his several publications including Jesus de Nazareth,
Mythe au histoire? He is vice-president of the Societe Ernest Roum. He
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depicts the picture of thehistorical development o f Christianity with- /a
scholarly authority of one who knows his subject thoroughly. The .b°°k has
been transhted into English by H. C. Suape and it forms the second, volume
of a trilogy e.n'fided Jesus et les'origines du Christianisme.
Dr. Goguelmakes it clear right .from ,the outset that Christianity, as
wrongly tmderstood, is not the religion pr~.hed or taughtby Jesus. Christhnity is the whole religious movement which chin~ Jesus and his activity as
its source and origin both in its individual and collective forms. The Christian
church is a result of his activity but he neither founded it directly himself nor
entrusted its foundations to one individual. In fact, in the opinion of the
author, Jesus clid not even foresee the church. The whole conception of
Christianity is based on redemption accomplished by his death and resurrection.
In this context the job of .an author becomes considerably difl~ctilt.
Besides the perplexing confusion, coming from the .idea tO be ~found as a confessional prejudice in both Cath01icism"and Protestantism, tha~ Jesus founded
the church while it Was actually founded by St. Paul, a scholar is faced with
the problem as tO how did the early Greek theology ari/e out of Paulinism.
Furthermore is the problem created.by the present text of New Testamentwliich
created conditions exceptionally ucf_avorable for the preservation of other historical documents of vital irn.portance, the loss of which historians can deplore.
Dr. Goguel tells us how the canonacted as a veritable censoi~making all other
documents to be thrown in the waste paper basket and ies~.ff/l"g-into almost
comp]ete disappearance. A research scholar finds it extremely hard under theseconditions to ieconstruct a factua.1 and true history of early Cliristianity.
Another difficulty is created b y the fact that christianity, although of
Jewish origin, developed o n Greek soil The result was that certain terms
and ideas which did not mean the same .thing for the Jew and the Greek were

°

Dr. Goguel goes into the discussion as to how did the faith in the risen
and glorified Jesus arise. In this connection he discusses the startling' discrepancies found in different versiong~\0f four gospels. No fact is more important for the Christian faith than the/res~rection of Je/us; yet, on no fa.ct is
the tradition so diverse and incapable df being reduced tO a unity. T h e author
notes the striking silence of the gospels on the fact as t o how Jesus left the
tomb.
Dr. Goguel discnsses how Christianity failed to develop in- the framework,
of Judaism after' thethought Of regurrection was planted in-the minds of the"
believers. The obligations were made relatively much easier f o r t h e HeRinist
followers especially in their complianceto the ritual commands of Jewish law.
Paulinism had. the most overwhelming and pronounced .influence on ttie later
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development of Christianity. In fact the thoughts of paul, and not of Jesus,
acted as a framework for all the subsequent development o£ Cktistian thought
and determined the very form itself which faith and religious expesience was
to assume in the generations to come.
Dr. Goguel brings his discussion, of ~ e origin, of Chcistianky d ~ m to
theperiod of Roman Empire. The book is well-documented and it will furnish
valuable material to the students of the historical aspects of the C h r ~
religion.
Moslems on the iVzaech:People and the Polities in the lVodd o/ lslam. F. W .
Femau~ Trauslated from the German by E. W. Dickes. New York.
1954. Alfred 2L Knopf. 312 pages.i l~rice ~I5.00.,

On February 25, 1952, Congressman John 2". Wood of Iclahb'made an
important Speech in the House of Representatives. He spoke of the. decisive
role which the followers of Islam ace destined to plaF .in the present conflict
between Comm, n i ~ and the West. He warned the Congress against the
possibility that the Soviet Union may~succeed in depriving the West of the
friendship of this great reservoir of n~npower, the enormous ,eserves of natural
resources, and the strategic areas Iyin~ along the Soviet Union's under-belly.
He pointed out the fac~ that the present hour finds the MUslims in a twentieth
century I~lamic renaissance. The great spiritual forces now reawakened and
released will be of tremendous importance for the progress of the mankind.
He urged upon his fellow-congressmen to make every effort possible to understand the Muslim people and their ~eligion and give them the closest and most
sympathetic study.
~.
.

,~

The book, Moslems on the l~.rch, aims to accomplish just that. The
author notes the fact that while the Far East and Hindu India represent civilizations of Asia, in the specific historical and philosophical sense of the word,
Islam is neither Asian nor Western. It is intermediate between Asia and
Europe, and also intermed/ate between Europe and Africa, Dr. Feman condudes, therefore, that the path Chosen by the-pep,pie of Islam may become of
critical importance to the future development Of the whole world. He is of the
belief that i t will be a costly mistake to asstune that the West can still dictate
the course to be followed by the Islamic world.
Moslems on the March aims at placing before the reader the broad features
of the Islamic community, and introducing him to the perplexing events of the
immediate past. The author draws broad geographical outlines of the Muslkfi
world and briefly traces its history from the time of the Holy Prophet to the
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Second World War. T h e n he deals with-the main Muslim nations separatdy~
the Arabs, the-Persians, the Indian Muslims, the Pakistanis and the Turks,. and
d ~
their current problems. In his opinion, there are three main currents
-in the unrest of.Islamic peoples; nationalism, a ren.aissance of Islam and the
demand for a change in the social conditions. He feels .that the more the
United States comes to a world policy adjusted to its situation and its strength,
the less. can it afford m neglect the political and strategic importance, of the
Islamic intercontinent infits conception. He notes that in an attempt to shape
her. foreign policy toward the ISlamic world the United States is faced with
the difficulty o f reconciling With the French view whose strength largely
depends on her coIonial hold on Muslim lands in North Africa. Israel touches
a second and very sensitive l~oint in American relations with the Muslims.
Since the interests of the state of Israel find strong support among the American
Zionists and consequently plays such an important role in the domestic policyl
the course of American diplomacy very often shows the signs 6f hesitation and
indecision. But, in' spite of all these problems, Dr. Femau is very hopdful th~
if understanding is shown o n both sides and is not frustrated by overbearing
arrogance, the road will b e d e a r for parmership between .the West and the
world of Islam.
Dr. Fernan notes how the preaching of Islam took place even-to the
remotest comer.s of the worM. - Even in the foummmth century, ~ n Batuuh
known as the Marco Polo of Islam, found inhis world:famons travels, Muslims
u n the Volga, in East Africa, Indonesia, ~
and on the banks o f the Niger.
This penetrationof Islamtook p h c e n o t through an ecdesiastical organization,
because Islam does not recognize any such system, but through individual persons
and groups,, as every Muslim is authorized a n d expected t o spread his faith.
He explains that Islam thus followed the footsteps of the Arab traders andwas
spread through the agency of caravans and merchan~ vessels. In his opinion,
religious brotherhood als0 phy.ed a Very important part in this missionary work
The author notes that only in-recenttimeshas there been a regular training endi
sending out of missionaries. In this connection it may be Of interest to learn
that the Ahmadiyya Movement in Islam is even;now the only organization doing
the missionary work all over the world with its missions in many countries
of Asia, Africa, Europe and America.
Dr. Fernau has "a rich background of his study of the MUslim people
has presented his material with authority. It is hoped that his book will t
a substantial contribution toward a sympathetic .und~'standing-0f the pe~
of Islam.
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